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Let [Xn , n1] be a sequence of stationary negatively associated random variables,
Sj (l)= li=1 Xj+i , Sn=
n
i=1 Xi . Suppose that f (x) is a real function. Under some




f \Sj (l )- l + , n1,
are investigated. Applications to limiting distributions of estimators of Var Sn are
also discussed.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of random variables. [Xn ; n1] is said
to be positively associated (PA) if, for any finite subset A, B of [1, 2, ...]
and any coordinatewise monotonically increasing f, g, we have
Cov[ f (Xi ; i # A), g(Xj ; j # B)]0,
while [Xn ; n1] is said to be negatively associated (NA) if, for any disjoint
finite subset A, B of [1, 2, ...] and any coordinatewise monotonically increas-
ing f, g, we have
Cov[ f (Xi ; i # A), g(Xj ; j # B)]0.
Let Sn=ni=1 X i be the partial sum of [Xn ; n1]. Throughout this
paper the sequence [Xn ; n1] is always assumed to be (strongly) stationary
with EX1=+, EX 21< unless it is specially mentioned. Newman and Wright
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[5] obtained the following theorem on the central limit theorem and weak
convergence for the partial sums of a sequence of PA random variables.
Theorem A. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary PA random
variables with EX1=+ and EX 21<. Let
_2 :=Var X1+2 :

j=2
Cov(X1 , Xj). (1.1)






Wn O W(_ } ),
where Wn(t)=(1- n) [nt]j=1 (Xj&EXj), 0t1; [W(t); t0] is a standard
Wiener process, N(0, _2) is a normal random variable with mean zero and
variance _2, and ‘‘ O ’’ denotes the weak convergence in the space D[0, 1] with
Skorohod topology.
Su et al. (1997) obtained a similar theorem on the sequence of NA
random variables.
Theorem B. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary NA random
variables with EX1=+ and EX 21<. Suppose that _
2 is defined as in (1.1).
Then (Var Sn)n  _2 and (1.2) holds.
Remark. If _2>0, then Theorem B just is Theorems 3 and 4 of Su et
al. (1997). If _2=0, then Theorem B is obvious. By our Lemmas 1.1 and
1.2 below, if [Xn ; n1] is a sequence of stationary NA random variables
with EX 21<, then one has 0_
2Var X1 .
Let f (x) be a real function. If f (x) is not a monotone function, then
usually the sequence [ f (Xn); n1] is not a NA or PA sequence. Studying
its central limit theorems and weak convergence becomes difficult. But
many statistics, for example, the kernel estimates, can be written as a form
of the partial sums of [ f (Xn); n1]. So, studying the limit theorems of
this kind of sequence is of interest. The purpose of this paper is to




f (Xj), n1. (1.3)
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f \S j (l )&l+- l + , n1, (1.4)
where Sj (l )= li=1 Xj+i and l=ln (1ln) is a sequence of positive
integers satisfying
ln  0, n  . (1.5)
It should be noted that the random variables [Sj (l ); j=1, ..., n] in (1.4)
are not NA. But, Si (l ) and Sj (l ) are NA if |i& j |l.
The sums of type (1.4) can be found in Peligrad and Shao (1995). Some
bootstrap estimates of dependent random variables also can be written as
a form of (1.4) (cf. Hu nsch, 1989; Shao and Yu, 1997). In the last section
of this paper, one can see that the limit theorems of the sums (1.4) play an
important role in the investigation of the limiting distribution of the
estimates of _ or Var Sn .
In this paper, the function f (x) is always assumed to be of bounded
variation on any finite interval. The total variation function of f (x) is
denoted by Vf (x), i.e., Vf (x)=V x0( f ) for x0, Vf (x)=&V
0
x( f ) for x0,
where V ba( f ) denotes the total variation of f (x) on [a, b]. Let f+(x) and
f&(x) be the positive and negative variation functions of f (x), respectively;
i.e., f+(x) = (Vf (x) + f (x) & f (0)) 2, f&(x) = (Vf (x) & f (x) + f (0)) 2.
Obviously, Vf (x) and f\(x) are all monotonically increasing functions, and
| f\(x)|2 |Vf (x)|, Vf (x)= f+(x)+ f&(x), f (x)=f+(x)&f&(x)+f (0).
Without loss of generality, we assume f (0)=0. Otherwise, we can replace
f (x) by f (x)& f (0). If f (x) is absolutely continuous, i.e., f (x)=x0 f $(t) dt+
f (0), then Vf (x)=x0 | f $(t)| dt, f\(x)=
x
0 f $
\(t) dt, where f $(x) denotes
the derivative of f (x), x+=x6 0, x&=x 7 0. When f (x) is an absolutely
continuous function, without loss of generality we may assume that f (x) is
differentiable everywhere.
Remark. One may think that the limit theorems for the sums of type
(1.3) or (1.4) are obvious when f (x) is a function with bounded variation
on any finite interval, since [ f+(Xn); n1] and [ f&(Xn); n1] are both
sequences of NA random variables and f (x)= f+(x)& f&(x). Actually,
some of the limit theorems are easy to get. For example, from the strong












[ f&(Xn)&E f&(Xn)]  0, a.s.,
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[ f (Xn)&E f (Xn)]  0, a.s.,
since f (Xn)= f+(Xn)& f&(Xn). So, nothing is new for the strong law of












[ f&(Xn)&E f&(Xn)]  N2 , in distribution,






[ f (Xn)&E f (Xn)]  N1+N2 , in distribution.




j=1 { f \
Sj (l )&l+
- l +&E f \
S j (l )&l+






j=1 { f \
Sj (l )&l+
- l +&E f \
S j (l )&l+
- l += , 0t1. (1.7)
We write, for short,
Yl, j= f \S j (l )&l+- l + .
Our main results read as follows.
Theorem 1. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary NA random
variables with EX1=+, f (x) be a function with bounded variation on any
finite interval, and l be a fixed positive integer. Suppose
EV 2f \S0(l )&l+- l +<. (1.8)
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Denote
_^2f =Var Yl, 0+2 :

j=1
Cov(Yl, 0 , Yl, j). (1.9)
Then
Un O W \ 1- l _^f } + . (1.10)
Theorem 2. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary NA random
variables with EX1=+ and EX 21<, f (x) be an absolute continuous func-
tion, l=ln satisfy ln  0, and l  . Suppose that
V2f \S0(l )&l+- l + , l1, are uniformly integrable. (1.11)
Then
Un O W(_f } ), (1.12)
where _2f =2 
1
0 Cov[ f (_W(1)), f (_(W(1+t)&W(t)))] dt and [W(t); t0]
is standard Wiener process.
The following theorem is a corresponding result for PA sequences.
Theorem 1$. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary PA random
variables with EX1=+, f (x) be a function with bounded variation on any





Cov {Vf \S0(l )&l+- l + , Vf \
Sj (l )&l+
- l += is convergent. (1.13)
Then
Un O W \ 1- l _^f } + .
In particular, if l=1, taking f (x) to be f (x+- l +) in Theorems 1 and 1$
yields the following results.
Corollary 1. Suppose that [Xn ; n1] is a sequence of stationary NA
random variables with EX1=+ and EV 2f (X1)<. Denote
_ 2f =Var f (X1)+2 :

j=2
Cov[ f (X1), f (Xj)]. (1.14)
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Then
Un O W(_ f } ).
Corollary 1. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary PA random




Cov[Vf (X1), Vf (Xj)]<. (1.15)
Then
Un O W(_ f } ),
To illustrate that _^2f in (1.9) and _
2
f in (1.14) are well defined, we need
the following lemmas.
Lemma 1.1. Let [!n ; n1] be a sequence of stationary random variables.










Lemma 1.2. Let [!n ; n1] be a sequence of stationary NA random
variables, and f (x) be a function with bounded variation on any finite interval.
If EV 2f (!1)<, then 

j=2 Cov[ f (!1), f (!j)] is convergent.
Proof. First, we suppose f (x)=x. Note that Cov(!1 , !j)0, j2. For























Cov(!1 , ! j)
Var !1+\1&Nn + :
N+1
j=2
Cov(!1 , !j ).
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|Cov(!1 , ! j)|=& :

j=2
Cov(!1 , ! j) 12 Var !1 .
Hence j=2 Cov(!1 , !j) is convergent. Now suppose EV
2
f (X1)<. Since
Vf (x) is a monotonous function, [Vf (!j); j1] is a sequence of stationary
NA random variables. Thus j=2 Cov[Vf (!1), Vf (! j)] is convergent. By




|Cov[ f (X1), f (X j)]| & :

j=2
Cov[Vf (X1), Vf (Xj)]<.
Hence, we have proved the lemma.
By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we see that _^2f in (1.9) and _
2
f in (1.14) are well
defined, and _^2f 0, _
2
f 0.
Remark. If f (x) is a convex or concave function, then |Vf (x)|r
| f (x)|+C.
2. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We first need some lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let [Xi ; i # A _ B] be NA random variables and A and B
be two disjoint sets of positive integers. Suppose that h1(s1 , ..., sm) and
h2(t1 , ..., tn) are two real functions with bounded partial derivatives, sp(s),
p=1, ..., m; tq(t), q=1, ..., n, are one-dimensional real functions with bounded
variation on any finite interval; and fp(x): R*A  R, gq( y): R*B  R are
coordinatewise monotonically increasing functions. Denote S=(s1 , ..., sm),
T=(t1 , ..., tn), F=( f1 , ..., fp), G=(g1 , ..., gq). Then










tq " Cov[Vsp b fp(Xi ; i # A), Vtq b gq(Xj , j # B)].
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If [Xi ; i # A _ B] are PA random variables, then, similarly,










tq " Cov[Vsp b fp(Xi ; i # A), Vtq b gq(Xj , j # B)],
and A & B may not be empty. If h1 , h2 are complex functions, the above
inequalities are also true if the terms on the right-hand side of ‘‘’’ are
replaced by the four times of them.
To prove this lemma, we need another lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let g(x) be a real function with &g$&< and f (x) be a
function with bounded variation on any finite interval. Then &g$& Vf (x)\
g( f (x)) are monotonically increasing functions.
Proof. Let x1<x2 . Then
| g( f (x1))& g( f (x2))|&g$& | f (x1)& f (x2)|
&g$& V x2x1( f )=&g$& Vf (x2)&&g$& Vf (x1).
It follows that
&g$& Vf (x1)\g( f (x1))&g$& Vf (x2)\g( f (x2)).
The proof is completed.
The Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let











It follows from Lemma 2.2 that h 1\h1 b S and h 2\h2 b T are coordinate-
wise monotonically increasing functions. Thus
h 1 b F\h1 b S b F, and h 2 b G\h2 b T b G
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are coordinatewise monotonically increasing functions. By the property of
NA, it follows that
Cov[h 1 b F(X i ; i # A)\h1 b S b F(Xi ; i # A),
h 2 b G(Xj ; j # B)\h2 b T b G(Xj ; j # B)]0.
It follows easily that
|Cov[h1 b S b F(Xi ; i # A), h2 b T b G(Xj ; j # B)]|
 &Cov[h 1 b F(Xi ; i # A), h 2 b G(Xj ; j # B)].
The following corollary follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.
Corollary 2.1. Let X and Y be NA random variables and f (x) be a
function with bounded variation on any finite interval. Then
|Cov[ f (X), g(Y)]|&Cov[Vf (X), Vf (Y)].
If X and Y are PA random variables, then
|Cov[ f (X), g(Y)]|Cov[Vf (X), Vf (Y)].
Lemma 2.3. Let X and Y be NA random variables and f (x) and g( y) be
real functions with bounded derivations. Then
|Cov[ f (X), g(Y)]|&& f $& &g$& Cov(X, Y).
If X and Y are PA random variables, then
|Cov[ f (X), g(Y)]|& f $& &g$& Cov(X, Y).
Proof. Note that
P(Xx, Y y)&P(Xx) P(Y y)0, \x, y,
by the property of NA. By Theorem 2.3 of Yu (1993) we have
|Cov[ f (X), g(Y)]|
= } |R 2 f $(x) g$( y) P(Xx, Y y)&P(Xx) P(Y y) dx dy }
& f $& &g$& |
R2
|P(Xx, Y y)&P(Xx) P(Y y)| dx dy
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&& f $& &g$& |
R 2
P(Xx, Y y)&P(Xx) P(Y y) dx dy
&& f $& &g$& Cov(X, Y).
















E |Xj&EXj | p= .
Proof. See Su et al. (1997) or Shao (2000).
Lemma 2.5. Let f (x) be of bounded variation on any finite interval,















E |Vf (Xj)| p= .
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and noting that [ f\(Xj); j=1, ..., n] are NA
























E |Vf (Xj)| p= .
This completes the proof.
The following lemma follows easily from Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 2.6. Let [X1 , ..., Xn] be NA random variables, p2 be a real







Cp(nl ) p2 max
1 jn
E }Vf \S j (l )- l +}
p
.
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Lemma 2.7. Let l be a fixed positive integer, [Xn ; n1] be a sequence
of stationary NA random variables, and f (x) be of bounded variation on any






f \S j (l )- l ++
_^2f
l
, n  .
Proof. From Lemma 1.2, it follows that j=1 Cov[ f (Sm(l)- l), f (Sjl+m(l)
- l)] is convergent for each m=0, ..., l&1. Thus j=1 cov[ f (S0(l )- l),
f (Sj (l )- l)] is convergent. By Lemma 1.1, we complete the proof.
Lemma 2.8. Let f (x) be a real function and [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of
stationary NA random variables with EX1=+=0 and EX 21<. Suppose













Cov[ f (_W(1)), f (_(W(1+t)&W(t)))] dt.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in Peligrad and Shao (1995). See
also Lemma 2.2 of Peligrad and Suresh (1995).
Lemma 2.9. Let f (x) be an absolute continuous function and [Xn ; n1]
be a sequence of stationary NA random variables with EX1=+=0 and
EX 21<. Suppose that (1.11) is satisfied and hat l satisfies ln  0 and






f \S j (l )- l ++ _2f , n  .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume & f $&A< and
&Vf &A< (cf. (2.3) and (2.4) below). Write









Cov(Y l, i , Yl, j)==: I1+I2 .
Obviously, I1  0. Now, we consider I2 . Let [u=un] be positive integers












































Cov(Yl, 0 , Yl, j)
l
=_2f .
From Lemma 2.6, it follows that
|J2 | :
n&l
i=0 }Cov \Yl, 0 , :
l+u
j=l+1






















 0 (n  ).











j=i+l+u+1 {&Cov {Vf \
S i (l )
- l + , Vf \

















[&Cov(X1 , Xj)]  0 (n  ).
The proof is completed.
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Var Yl, 0+2 :

j=1
Cov(Y l, 0 , Y l, j).






f \S j (l )- l ++ _~ 2f , n  . (2.1)






j=0 { fR \
S j (l )
l +&E fR \
S j (l )







j=0 { f R \
S j (l )
- l +&E f R \
S j (l )
- l += ,













j=0 { f R \
S j (l )






EV 2f R \S0(l )- l +
C sup
l
EV 2f \S0(l )- l + I {}
S0(l )
- l }R= 0, R  . (2.3)
It follows easily from (2.3) that
_~ 2fR  _~
2
f , R  . (2.4)
Hence it is sufficient t show that for any fixed R we have
UR, n O W(_~ 2fR } ).
So, without loss of generality we can assume & f &A< and &Vf&
A<.
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j=0 { f \
Sj (l )
- l +&E f \
S j (l)
- l += w
D N(0, _~ 2f ). (2.5)
Let [r=rn] and [l $=l $n] be two sequences of positive integers with
r=o(n), l=o(l $), l $=o(r), l $  , and r  . Let
!m, n = :
m(2l $+r)+r&1
j=m(2l $+r) { f \
S j (l )
- l +&E f \
Sj (l )
- l += ,
’m, n= :
(m+1)(2l $+r)&1
j=m(2l $+r)+r { f \
Sj (l )
- l +&E f \
S j (l )
- l += , (2.6)





















{ f \Sj (l)- l +&Ef \
S j (l )
- l +=
=: I1, n+I2, n+I3, n . (2.7)




} l(2l $+r) EV 2f \S0(l )- l +C
2l $+r
n
 0, n  .
With f\ taking the place of f, we define !\m, n and ’
\
m, n similarly. Then
[!\m, n] and [’
\
m, n] are both sequences of NA random variables. By noting
f =f+& f& and Lemma 2.6, we have
Var I2, n 2 Var \ 1- nl :
kn
m=0















} l } (2l $) {E \f+ \S0(l )- l ++
2






 0 (n  ).
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So, to prove the central limit theorem, it is sufficient to show
I1, n w
D N(0, _~ 2f ). (2.8)
With Vf (x) taking the place of f (x) in (2.6), we define ! m, n and ’ m, n , i.e.,
! m, n = :
m(2l $+r)+r&1
j=m(2l $+r)
Vf \Sj (l )- l + ,
(2.9)
’ m, n= :
(m+1)(2l $+r)&1
j=m(2l $+r)+r
Vf \S j (l )- l + .
From Lemma 2.1 it follows that
|Eeit 
k
m=0 !m, n&Eeit 
k&1










Cov {Vf \Sj (l )- l + , Vf \





[&Cov(! m, n , ! k, n)]. (2.10)
By the induction method, one can show that
} Eeit  km=0 !m, n& ‘
k
m=0
Eeit!m, n }4t2 :
1 j{mk
[&Cov(! j, n , ! m, n)]. (2.11)
It follows that
} Eeit(1- nl)  km=0 !m, n& ‘
k
m=0












Cov {Vf \S j (l )l + , Vf \
S0(l )
l += 0 (n  ),
(2.12)
since j=1 Cov[Vf (S j (l )- l), Vf (S0(l )- l)] is convergent and l $  .
Let [{m, n ; 0mkn] be an array of independent random variables
such that for each 0mkn , {m, n and !m, n are identically distributed. By







D N(0, _~ 2f ).
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{m, n+tnl_~ 2f , n  .
Hence, it is enough to prove that when _~ 2f >0, [{m, n ; m=0, ..., kn] satisfies
Linderberg’s condition. Thus, it is sufficient to prove that [(1Var !0, n) !20, n ;








- l +&E f \




n1 are uniformly integrable.
By Lemma 2.6, we have
E |*n |2C \1rl+
2
(rl )42 E |Vf (X1)|4CA4<,
hence [*n ; n1] are uniformly integrable. The central limit theorem (2.5)





























|Un(s)|=)C(=) A4$  0 ($  0).
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So, [Un( } )] is tight and, if Un$ O X, then P(X # C)=1. Note that for any
0<s1<s2<s31,
Un(s1) w
D N(0, _2f s1),
(2.13)
Un(s3)&Un(s2) w
D N(0, _2f (s3&s2)),
by the central limit theorem. We only need to show that X(s3)&X(s2) and
X(s1) are independent. From Lemma 2.1, it follows that
|Eeit1Un(s1)+it2(Un(s3)&Un(s1))&Eeit1Un(s1) Eeit2(Un(s3)&Un(s2))|









Cov {Vf \S j (l )- l + , Vf \
S i (l )
- l +=





Cov {Vf \S j (l )- l + , Vf \
S0(l)
- l += 0,
(n  ), (2.14)
which implies the independence of X(s1) and X(s3)&X(s2). The proof of
Theorem 1 is completed.
The Proof of Theorem 2. We can also assume +=0, &Vf &A<,
and & f $&A<. With Lemma 2.9 taking the place of (2.1), Theorem 2
can be proved along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1, with only the
proof of (2.12) and (2.14) being modified. Now, by (2.12) and Lemma 2.3,
we have
} Ee it(1- nl) km=0 !m, n& ‘
k
m=0












t2 & f $& :
j2l $&1
Cov {S j (l )- l ,
S0(l )
- l =
4t2 & f $&2 :
jl $&1
[&Cov(X1 , Xj)]  0 (n  ). (2.12$)
Equation (2.14) can be showed in the same way.
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The Proof of Theorem 1$. Assume +=0. Now, we cannot use the






*2P \ max0mn } :
m
j=0 _f \
S j (l )
- l +&Ef \
S j (l )
- l +&}* - nl+=0.
(2.15)
Using the second part of Lemma 2.1 instead of the first one, the proof of
(2.14) is similar. Now, let [!m, n], [’m, n] be defined as in (2.6), and Ii, n ,
i=1, 2, 3, be as in (2.7). Then









f \Sj (l )l +=
=o(1) } _~ 2f =o(1), n  .
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.1 it follows that



























Cov {Vf \S0(l )- l + , Vf \
Sj (l )
l +=
=o(1) } _~ 2f +o(1)=o(1), n  .
So, to prove (2.5) it is enough to prove (2.8). Along the same lines as those












rl are uniformly integrable. (2.16)








l +&E f \






















j=[(r&l )l] l+1 _f \
S j (l )
- l +&E f \
Sj (l)
- l +& .
It is easy to see that
E { 1- rl :
r&l
j=[(r&l )l] l+1 _f \
S j (l )








(r&l&[(r&l )l] l) l&1
j=0
f \Sj (l )- l +==o(1), r  .







- l +&E f \
S jl+i (l )
- l +&;
rl are uniformly square integrable.
By the property of stationarity, it is sufficient to prove that









- l +&E f \
S jl (l)









- l +&E f+ \








S jl (l )





and that [ f+(Sjl (l )- l); j1] is a sequence of stationary NA random
variables satisfying the conditions in Theorem A. Hence
’r+ w
D N(0, 72+), r  ,
E’2r+  7
2
+ , r  ;
where
72+=Var { f+ \S0(l )- l +=+2 :

j=1
Cov { f+ \S0(l )- l + , f+ \
S jl (l )
- l += .
It follows easily that
[’2r+ ; r1] are uniformly integrable.
Similarly, we have that
[’2r& ; r1] are uniformly integrable.









- l +&E f \






















[nl] l+1mn } :
m
j=[nl] l+1 _f \
Sjl+i (l )
















- l +&E f+ \














S jl+i (l )







[nl] l+1mn } :
m
j=[nl] l+1 _f \
Sjl+i (l )
- l +&Ef \
Sjl+i (l )
- l +&}.
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It is easy to see that the last term above tends to zero in probability. By










- l +&Ef+ \
S jl (l )
- l +&}* - n+=0.
(2.18)
Note that [ f+(Sjl (l )- l); j1] are PA random variables. By (11) of
Newman and Wright (1981) and
s2n :=Var { :
n
j=0 _f+ \
S jl (l )
- l +&E f+ \
S jl (l )
- l +&=n72+ ,
it follows that, for *2>272+ ,




- l +&Ef+ \
Sjl (l )










- l +&E f+ \
S jl (l )




E’2n+ I[ |’n+ |*].
Since [’2n+ ; r1] are uniformly integrable, (2.18) is proved. Hence (2.15)
is proved. The proof of Theorem 1 is now completed.
3. SOME APPLICATIONS
Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary NA random variables. From








Usually, the value of _ is unknown. In the case that [Xn ; n1] are i.i.d.
random variables, _2=Var X1 and there are many statistical methods to
estimate _. But, if [Xn ; n1] are dependent random variables, the method
to estimate _ is not as simple as in the i.i.d. case. When [Xn ; n1] are
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stationary \-mixing random variables, Peligrad and Shao (1995) gave two





















where X n= 1n 
n
i=1 Xi , cp=1E |N|
p, N=N(0, 1) is a standard normal
variable, and p1. Obviously, B n, p and Bn, p are estimators of _ correspond-
ing to the case in which the mean + are known and unknown, respectively.
In the case of PA, Peligrad and Suresh (1995) used particular Bn, 1 and B n, 1
to estimate _ and studied their limiting properties. Zhang and Shi (1998)
investigated the limiting properties of the general estimators Bn, p and B n, p
of _ in the case of NA. But neither Peligrad and Suresh nor Zhang and Shi
obtained the exact limiting distributions of Bn, p or B n, p . By using our
theorems in Section 1, we can now obtain their limiting distributions.
Theorem 3. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary NA random
variables with E |X1|2p< and EX1=+ and _2>0, where p1. Let l=ln
satisfy ln  , ln n  0. Then
nl (B n, p&(EB pn, p)1p) wD N(0, _2Ap), (3.3)
where Ap=2(cp p)2 10 Cov[ |W(1)|
p, |W(1+t)&W(t)| p] dt. If p>1, then
nl (Bn, p&(EB pn, p)1p) wD N(0, _2Ap). (3.4)
Also, EB pn, p in (3.3) and (3.4) can be replaced by EB
p
n, p , (EBn, p)
p, (EB n, p) p,
or cp E |(S j (l )&l+)- l| p.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume +=0. Let f (x)=|x| p,
then |Vf (x)| = |x| p = f (x). By the condition E |X1|2p <  and using
Lemma 2.2 and the truncation method, one can show that
{}S0(l )- l }
2p
; l1= are uniformly integrable. (3.5)
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Hence, from Theorem 1 it follows that




2p 10 Cov[ |W(1)|
p, |W(1+t)&W(t)| p] dt. By (3.5) and
Theorem B, we have
EB pn, p=cp E }S0(l )- l }
p
 _ p. (3.7)
From (3.6) and (3.7), it follows that B pn, p w
P _ p, i.e., B n, p w
P _. Then






B n, p(EB pn, p)
1p&1






















wP N(0, _2Ap). (3.9)






j=0 { f \
S j (l )&lX n
- l +& f \
S j (l )&l+
- l +
+- l(X n&+) _ p&1Ef $(N)= , (3.10)
where f (x)=|x| p, (x+) p, or (x&) p. Using Taylor’s formula, Zhang and Shi
(1998) proved that if p>1 and E |X1|2p<, then
An  0 in L1 . (3.11)
Note that if f (x)=|x| p here, we have f $(x)=|x| p&1 sgn x, and then
Ef $(N)=0. It follows that
nl [B pn, p&B pn, p]  0 in L1 . (3.12)
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Hence EB pn, p  _
p, Bn, p w
P _, and
nl (B pn, p&EB pn, p) wD N(0, 72p). (3.13)
Similar to (3.9), we have
nl (Bn, p&(EB pn, p)1p)
=nl (B pn, p&EB pn, p) }
Bn, p (EB pn, p)
1p&1






wP N(0, _2Ap). (3.14)
So, (3.4) is proved.
Finally, from (3.12) it follows that EB pn, p=cp E |(S0(l )&l+)- l| p can be
replaced by EB pn, p . To show that (EB n, p)
1p can be replaced by EBn, p and
EB n, p , it is enough to show that the random variables on the left-hand side
of ‘‘=’’ in (3.9) and (3.14) are uniformly integrable. By noting (3.8), (3.9),
(3.14), and that (x&1)(x p&1) is a bounded function, it is sufficient to
show that - nl (B pn, p&EB pn, p) and - nl (B pn, p&EB pn, p) are uniformly
integrable. By (3.12) again, it is sufficient to show that - nl (B pn, p&EB pn, p)
are uniformly integrable, which can be implied by
E {nl (B pn, p&EB pn, p)=
2
CEV 2f \S0(l )&l+- l +
CE }S0(l )&+- l }
2p
CE |X1| 2p<.
The proof is completed.






















The following gives the limiting distributions of B\n, p .
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Theorem 4. Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 3 are satisfies. Then
nl (B \n, p&(EB \pn, p)1p) wD N(0, _2A p), (3.16)
where A p=8(cp p)2 10 Cov[[(W(1))
\] p, [(W(1+t)&W(t))\] p] dt. If
p>1, then
nl (B\n, p&(EB \pn, p)1p) wD N(0, _2(A p&(cp cp&1)2)). (3.17)
Proof. By choosing f (x)=(x+) p, the proof of (3.16) is similar to that





j=0 { f \
Sj (l )&lX n
- l +& f \
S j (l )&l
- l ++
S j (l )&l+
- l







(Sj (l )&lX n)+
- l +
p









_ p&1c&1p&1&= wL1 0. (3.18)
By letting f (x)=(x+) p& p2 _
p&1c&1p&1x, from (3.18) and Theorem 2 it
follows that





0 Cov[ f (_W(1)), f (_(W(1+t)&W(t)))] dt. Let N1=
W(1), N2=W(1+t)&W(t), then Cov(N1 , N2)=1&t and
























It follows that 7 2p= p
2_2p(A p&(cp cp&1)2). The remainder of the proof is
similar to that of Theorem 3.
Finally, we consider the case of PA. The following result improved
Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 of Peligrad and Suresh (1995).
Theorem 5. Let [Xn ; n1] be a sequence of stationary PA random
variables with EX1=+, EX 21<, and





nl \B n, 1&
2
?
E }S0(l )&l+- l }+ w
D N \0, 3?&84 _2+ . (3.19)




[ |S(i&1) l+ j (l )|&E |S (i&1) l+ j |],
V i = :
l&1
j=0
[S(i&1) l+ j (l )&ES(i&1) l+ j (l )], i=1, ..., kn=_n&ll &&1.
Note that & f $&1. Similarly to (2.12$) we have





Ee(it- nl) Vj }4 t
2
nl2
& f $& :
1i{ jkn
Cov(V i , V j).
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.3 in Peligrad
and Suresh (1995).
Remark. Note that






By Theorem A, from (3.19) it follows that
lim sup
n  
P {nl }Bn, 1&
2
?
E }S0(l )&l+- l } }Ax=2P( |N|x), (3.20)
where A=- 2? (- 3?&88? +1) _.
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